LIVE TRAINING SOLUTIONS
- Fixed and mobile solutions
- Open and urban terrains
- Fully integrated and scalable design
- Combat-proven experience
KEY FEATURES

SUPERIOR LIVE TRAINING SOLUTIONS
- Open and urban battlefields
- Train your units as they fight
- With your vehicles and weapon systems
- With your tactical communication means

KEY FEATURES

EVOLUTIVE SOLUTIONS
- High range open terrain (200km² or more)
- High density urban terrain (3D inside buildings)
- LVC capability to extend the battlefield with Virtual & Constructive simulations

KEY FEATURES

SCALABLE AND DEPLOYABLE
- Containerised or mobile solutions available
- Turn key Combat Training Centre (CTC)

SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS

FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
- Exercise control (EXCON) for preparation, monitoring and supervision of exercises
- Indoor, outdoor and near by building, real-time position tracking with LTE communication (COMLOC)
- After Action Review (AAR)
- Realistic Battlefield animation "Flash Bang Smoke" (FBS)
- Supports real tactical communications (voice and data)

SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS

WEAPON SIMULATION
- 1-way and 2-way systems for weapon simulation (UCATT SISO LSS Standard)
- Medical Treatment Simulation
- Artillery, minefields and CBRN
- IED grenade

SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS

UNIQUE OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE
- Prime on major systems
- From feasibility study to training delivery
- Combat-proven solutions

SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS

TAILORED THROUGH-LIFE SUPPORT
- A network of training systems in service
- Full-service support throughout the product lifetime
- Involvement of local industry

Visit Thales Live training solutions video at:
www.youtube.com/Thales Live training solutions

THALES - For more detailed information, please contact us at sim.tts@thalesgroup.com